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Week 1 Introduction to Evidence 
 

What is covered in the course? 

1. Introduction to Evidence, relevance, burden and standard of proof and circumstantial 

evidence 

2. Hearsay and original evidence 

3. Res Gestae; Introduction to exceptions to hearsay 

4. Confessions and discretions 

5. Admissions; formal, informal and vicarious 

6. Documentary and real evidence 

7. Similar fact, propensity and tendency 

8. Character evidence 

9. Testimony 

10. Opinion evidence 

11. Vulnerable witnesses 

12. Corroboration and judicial warnings 

13. Competence, compellability and privilege 

 

Understanding Evidence Law 

 

Twining considers that- 

- Evidence law deals with concept of proof – ie, whether existence or non-existence of a fact 

can be established to the satisfaction of a relevant decision-maker 

- Evidence is a means of proof – Best, in Twining at p193: ‘any matter of fact, the effect, 

tendency or design of which is to produce in the mind a persuasion, affirmative or 

disaffirmative, of the existence of some other matter of fact.’ 

- A historical explanation of the origin and development of the law of evidence is that “the 

peculiarities of the common law rules of evidence are attributable to two factors: the 

institution of the jury and the adversary system of procedure.” (based on Cross on Evidence) 

- Historically: “Change has taken place more through case-by-case decision and piecemeal 

legislative intervention than through radical or principled reform.” 

- Look also at the principles that Twining lists at pp197-198, where he looks at the underlying 

principals of the common law system. 

 

Twining- Rationalist Tradition of Evidence 

1. Central purpose is correctness of legal decision 

 Bentham: principle not absolute – subject to extrinsic concerns, eg, 

vexation, expense & delay 

 Non-utilitarians would describe similar concerns under the concept 

‘procedural fairness’ 

2. Truth must be pursued by rational means 

 Governing principle – freedom of proof with (not very significant, incoherent) exceptions 

 

But how to coherently connect freedom of proof with need to avoid expense, vexation & delay? 

Bentham  

 Rational litigants want to avoid expense, vexation & delay, (unless there is some 

tactical advantage) 
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 Relevance connects both principles 

 Bentham thought that there should be no strict technical rules 

Stephen 

 Was relevance a coherent rationale for all rules of evidence? 

 

Thayer (building on Stephen and from Twining) 

 Relevance doesn’t coherently explain all rules & exceptions 

 Starting Point: 

1. Nothing should be admitted unless logically probative; & 

2. Everything probative should be admitted unless clear policy reason for exclusion. 

 Evidence law started with general rules,  based on particular cases, judges developed 

exclusionary rules,   then based on later cases judges created exceptions to the 

exclusionary rule 

Wigmore, important scholar – built on Thayer’s work. Also McNamara (but less important). 

Bentham: rules incoherent & indefensible. Should have freedom of proof limited only to avoid 

expense, vexation & delay. 

 

How should you conceptualise the law of evidence? 

 Student who look for uniform, standardised rules can be frustrated by evidence law 

 Consider as a guiding principle: How do the rules help to ensure that the court can make the 

most accurate possible factual decisions while maintaining procedural fairness? 

 Consider, as a matter of practicality:  

 What are the elements of the offence/cause of action/defence?   

 What facts are in issue?   

 What material might be available to prove those facts?  

 Look at rules of evidence to decide if you can use that information or not and how it can be 

used. 

 

Suggested approach to Evidence Law 

 Before you start: What Court is hearing the case? In which jurisdiction is it? Identify relevant 

evidence statutes.  Then consider: 

 Relevance – general rule: all relevant evidence is admissible, unless excluded 

 Exclusionary Rules – do any apply? 

1. NB: Res gestae overrides exclusionary rules.  

2. Exclusionary rules have exceptions – do any apply here? 

 Discretions to exclude evidence 

1. Unfairness  

2. public policy 

3. prejudicial v probative  

 Privilege (allows potential witness/owner of evidence to refuse to give evidence or 

produce items) 

 Also consider 

1. Procedural rules,  

2. burden of proof,  

3. standard of proof 

4. testimonial rules,  

5. rules for protecting vulnerable witnesses,  

6. jury instructions 
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Sources of Evidence Law 

 Common Law 

 Evidence Act 1977 (Qld) (“EAQ”) 

 Other statutes, e.g., s 436(3) PPRA  

 Rules of court – e.g., Criminal Practice Rules, UCPR 

 Benchbooks (not law, but info about law) 

 Evidence Act 1995 (Cth) (aka Uniform Evidence Act/s) (“EAC”) 

 

Which Evidence Act Applies? 

Jurisdiction  

 EAQ applies in Qld courts 

 s 4 – EAC applies in Federal Courts  

 Cth matters in Qld courts (e.g., under s 68 Judiciary Act 1903) - EAQ applies 

 

How do judges decide whether to admit contested evidence?: The ‘voir dire’ & s 590AA CC 

• Voir dire 

• A hearing on the admissibility of evidence 

• Before or during trial 

• Generally outside presence of jury 

• Section s 590AA QCC application 

 

Burdens of Proof 

 Burden – refers to which party is required to prove or adduce evidence of the issue in 

dispute 

 2 types: Persuasive (legal) burden & evidential burden 

 Persuasive burden = burden to prove the case or issue at hand 

 Evidential burden = burden to raise sufficient evidence of an issue for it to be put before 

jury 

Criminal cases 

 Persuasive burden of proof is on prosecution 

 Must prove each element of offence 

 Evidential burden on accused re matters of defence, excuse, justification (on the 

balance of probabilities) 

 Persuasive burden to disprove excuse or justification lies with prosecution: 

Woolmington 

 EXCEPTION: Defences, (e.g., insanity) – persuasive burden on accused (or party 

seeking the finding) 

Civil cases 

 Evidential & persuasive burdens sit together 

 Burden of proof with plaintiff to prove elements of cause of action 

 Burden of proof with defendant to prove elements of defence 

 

Standards of Proof 

Civil standard 

 Balance of probabilities 

 But, special nature of issue affects process of achieving satisfaction on BOP:  

Briginshaw v Briginshaw (1938) 60 CLR 336 

 Other statutory standards: E.g.: Dangerous Prisoners (Sexual Offenders) Act s 13(3) 
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Criminal standard 

 Beyond reasonable doubt 

 Concept not to be further defined or elaborated to jury: R v Chatzidimitriou (2000) 

1 VR 493 

 But Qld Benchbook SD-57 approved: R v BCC [2006] QCA 435  

 

Relevance 

 Probative value – tendency of evidence to prove or disprove facts in issue 

 Relevance must be tested against issues in dispute 

 Logical relevance 

 R v Buchanan [1966] VR 9  

 Legal relevance 

 Hollingham v Head (1858) 140 ER 1135 

 R v Stephenson [1976] VR 376 

 Relevance is the starting point of evidence. What has probative value? 

 What is logically relevant someone has to prove for a defence, crime etc 
Legal relevance- Stephenson- they were looking at gross negligence and 
culpable driving. Issue was Stephenson ran into a Fiat, 3 killed. Stephenson 
said because people in the FIAT had blood alcohol level and this may have 
contributed. No proof before the court that the Fiat was driving erratically. 
Therefore the fact that one or more persons may have had a Blood alcohol 
content and they couldn’t prove it was the driver, it doesn’t matter. Any 
relevance to the course of action? They excluded this evidence 
 

Relevance vs Weight 
 

 Distinguish relevance from weight  
 Relevance = capable of proving/disproving a fact in issue 
 Weight = how much judge relies on that item of evidence 

 Example: The only witness who saw the accused at the crime scene had poor eyesight. 
 Witness testimony is relevant, because the testimony can help to prove whether the 

accused was the person who committed the crime 
 Trier of fact may give testimony reduced weight because witness may be mistaken 

Slide notes for more 
 
Res Gestae 

 Consider the whole circumstances of the ‘transaction’ 
 O’Leary v R (1946) 73 CLR 566 
 Did particular evidence form part of one chain of events? 
 Needed by jury to make event intelligible? 
 Requirement for close contemporaneity 
 Res gestae overrides exclusionary rules 
 More on res gestae (much more) in week 3 

 The whole of the transaction of the offence 

If there is an assault, its clear a fist hitting a stomach is admisable, but can also look 

at surrounding circumstances, ie threats etc.  

O Leary- Was a working person at remote work camp, there was an orgy(all got 

pissed in the 1940’s) everyone stayed there cause drunk, at one stage oleary had 

acted oddly and hit someone in the head, later on they found a different person  


